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Ceramics
Creating Large Ceramic Pieces
Working with clay is a unique way for artists to express themselves. Making ceramics shows a heightened ability to form clay that will be fired...
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Ceramics
Attracting Customers with Colors
When an artist creates a piece, the coloring often depends upon their mood. Some days are ones where muted colors must be used. Other days...
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Ceramics
Large Beautiful Ceramic Vases
Creating a beautiful vase is a challenge for many artists, especially if the vase is to be extremely large. Entry halls often have large vases...
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Ceramics
Ceramic Fine Details
Small figurines made of clay can be turned into works of art when done properly. A collection of figurines or objects in a series are...
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The elevation of crafts to treasures
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Ceramics in the garden
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Teaching a ceramics class
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Artful use of leftover fabric
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Working with fur
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Buying and selling craft supplies
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Creating beautiful ceramic tile patterns
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Adding glass art to a pottery shop
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To throw or hand mold
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Coins across the globe
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Combining wood for art
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Making your own cloth






Many people do not have large spaces to display their favorite items. Someone who loves horses may have a large ceramic collection. Smaller pieces are ideal for the collector who does not have a lot of room. Ceramics are made from clay, and this means they can be very detailed. Even tiny ceramic pieces can contain all the necessary elements to make them appear lifelike. The ability to create pieces that look real without making them large makes ceramic objects and figurines a perfect gift for those who need to contain their collections within a very small space.
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